however, the same problem done with hard-pion techniques did require a cutoff. "
One possible physical explanation for the cutoff is given in the vector-dominance model, which says that the strong-interaction vertex (of the vector meson connecting to the hadron line) has an unknown form factor associated with it. Even though the concept of a cutoff (or effective cutoff A) is accepted, any derivation of its value from 6rst principles is lacking. The empirical "double-pole" form of the nucleon form factors would suggest an effective cutoff in the range of the vectormeson masses (i.e. , 0.7 -0.8 BeV) for that case. Since this is smaller than the hadronic mass to which it connects, it has also been suggested that a cutoff in the neighborhood of the hadronic mass is reasonable.
The above discussion would suggest that, for E mesons, a reasonable cutoff would be in the range 0. 5-0.8 BeV. However, previous calculations of the kaon electromagnetic mass difference have typically required "M. B. Halpern and G. Segre, Phys. Rev. I.etters 19, 611 (1967) .
cutoffs in the range of 20 BeV and higher. " Therefore, the present calculation shows a signiicant improvement since the cutoff has been reduced to 3.0 -3.5 BeV. One might wonder if the inclusion of other s-channel trajectories such as the ones on which the E* or E~mesons lie would further decrease this value. Since the present calculation has a change of sign of the mass difference for a cutoff of about 1.5 BeV, it seems doubtful that the inclusion of these other trajectories would reduce the required cutoff to a "reasonable" value.
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f+p~e++"anything" are studied in the Bjorken limit of asymptotically large momentum and energy transfers, q' and tv, with a finite ratio ar -= 2%v/q'. A "parton" model is derived from canonical field theory for all these processes. It follows from this result that all the structure functions depend only on m, as conjectured by Bjorken for the deep-inelastic scattering. To accomplish this derivation it is necessary to introduce a transverse momentum cutoff so that there exists an asymptotic region in which q~and 3fv can be made larger than the transverse momenta of all the partons that are involved. Upon crossing to the e+e annihilation channel and deriving a parton model for this process, we arrive at the important result that the deep-inelastic annihilation cross section to a hadron plus "anything" is very large, varying with colliding e e+ beam energy at fixed m in the same way as do point-lepton cross sections. General implications for colliding-ring experiments and ratios of annihilation to scattering cross sections and of neutrino to electron inelastic scattering cross sections are computed and presented. I'inally, we discuss the origin of our transverse momentum cutoff and the compatibility of rapidly decreasing elastic electromagnetic form factors with the parton model constructed in this work.
I. INTRODUCTIOÑ 'HE structure of the hadron is probed by the vector electromagnetic current in the physically observable processes of inelastic electron scattering and of inelastic electron-positron pair annihilation (i) e +p -+ e + "any thing, " (ii) e +e+~p + "anything. " * Work supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
It is also probed by the weak (vector and axial-vector) current in inelastic neutrino or antineutrino scattering (iii) vq+ p~+ "anything, " f= e or p (iv) v~+p~t+ "anything. "
In process (i), the scattered electron is detected at a fixed energy and angle, and "anything" indicates the sum over all possible hadron states. The two structure functions summarizing the hadron structure in (i) are DRF I. I. , I. F. VY, AND YAK' dined by W""=4~' Q(P [ J"(0) [ n}(n ) J"(0)~P) M X (27r) 464 (q+P P-) = -g", --8', q', v +-P"-q" P q P), -q" IVo q iv ) 1 q2 where~P ) is a one-nucleon state with four-momentum P", j"(x) is the total hadronic electromagnetic current operator, q" is the four-momentum of the virtual photon, q'= --Q'(0 is the square of the virtual photon's mass, and B'av-=P-q is the energy transfer to the proton in the laboratory system. An average over the nucleon spin is understood in the definition W"".The kinematics are illustrated in Fig. 1 . The diGerential cross section in the rest frame of the target proton is given by (e')'t Ws(q' v)cos'(-'8)
where~and e' are the initial and 6nal energies and 8 the scattering angle of the electron. These structure functions were studied' on the basis of canonical Geld theory in the Bjorken limit' of large momentum transfer Q' and large energy transfer Mv, with the ratio w-= 2Mv/Q' 6xed. A parton model was derived, and it was shown that in this limit the scattering process viewed from an in6nite momentum frame of the proton appears as a superposition of incoherent scatterings of the elementary constituents (partons) of the proton from the bare electromagnetic current. i.e. , of the pions and nucleons that are the (virtual) constituents or "partons" of the proton.
The crossing properties of field theory or, equivalently, of Feynman graphs relate processes in diferent channels. It is, therefore, of great interest to study what we can infer from deep-inelastic electron-proton scattering about deep "inelastic" electron-positron annihilation to a proton with fixed momentum (but any polarization) plus "everything else" -i.e. , the process (ii). The hadron structure probed in this process is summarized in two structure functions analogous to those in (I) defined by
In (3) a spin average over the detected proton is understood; q'&0 is again the square of the photon's mass and Mv= -P q is the total energy transfer to hadrons in the rest system of the detected proton. The kinematics for process (ii) are shown in Fig. 2 In Sec. III we accomplish the crossing to the annihilation process (ii) and derive the parton model for the structure functions W1 and vW2. Experimental predictions are also given. In Sec. IV we extend our work to the Cabibbo currents and weak interactions. Subsequent papers will enter systematically into full calculational details of all derivations and assumptions. '(q', v) +i(e"". , P~q'/2M') W3'(q', v)+ . , (5) where J" '(x) 
1 -g P+ with the nucleon momentum P along the 3 axis. Ke undress the current operator and go into the interaction picture with the familiar U-matrix transformation
where J"(x) is the fully interacting electromagnetic current, and j"(x) is the corresponding free or bare current. Equation (1) can now be rewritten as
where~UP)= U(0)~P).
A basic ingredient in the derivation of the parton model from canonical field theory is the existence of an asymptotic region in which Q' can be made greater than the transverse momenta of all the particles involved, i.e. , of the pions and nucleons that are the (virtual) constituents of~UP). We must assgme the existence of such a region in our formal theoretical manipulations.
Such an assumption is in agreement with present highenergy data that strongly indicate that transverse momenta of the 6nal particles are indeed very limited in magnitude. The U(0)'s adjacent to the Gnal states n)(n~may be replaced by unity in the 8jorken limit as we now show. Although we claimed this in Ref. This diA'erence in (10) will generally be negligible" in comparison with the photon energy q' as given in (7) and, therefore, can be neglected in the energy 8 function f)(q0+E~E) appea-ring in (9), provided we work in the Bjorken limit 2M) -Q2))M' and we restrict (k,), '«Q'. This argument fails for the regions of momenta g(0 or )1 which lead to E""-E"P, corresponding to particles moving antiparallel as well as parallel to P. However, by analyses such as described lead to contributions to H'""reduced by factors of 1/P. This analysis is spelled out in detail in the following paper. In particular, we must work only with the good components of the current, i.e. , J" for p=0 or 3 along the direction of P. Otherwise Rev. 150, 1313 Rev. 150, (1966 . M v~~, the over-all energy-conserving 6 function in (9) can be replaced by the energy-conserving 8 function across the electromagnetic vertex. One can then make use of the translation operators, completeness of states n, and the unitarity of the U matrix to obtain the parton-model result. We illustrate these steps in the following operations on (9) 
It is useful to understand the physics behind this derivation. Consider (UPl j" (0) electrotuagnetic current operates, (UPl describes emission and reabsorption of pions and nucleon-antinucleon pairs. All these particles form a group moving very close to ea,ch other along the direction P, the momentum of the proton. The free or bare current scatters one of these constituents and imparts to it a very large transverse momentu~l q, l~+(Q'). This scattered particle emits and reabsorbs pions and nucleon-antinucleon pairs. They form a second group moving close to each other but along a direction which deviates in transverse momentum by qI from the first group, as illustrated in Fig Fro. 6. Examples of graphs in a fourth-order calculation that add to zero, indicating that the total effect of U operating on states~rtl after the interaction with the electromagnetic current, represented by the )(, can be replaced by unity -i.e. , U rtl +~ttl. -
The graphs picture the square of the matrix element; the vertical dashed line signifies that we are computing only the absorptive part describing production of real final states that are formed upon interaction of the proton with the current. The vertices are time-ordered, with time increasing to the right (left} for interactions to the left (right) of the dashed line. by allowing us to work with free point currents and the superposition of essentially free (i.e. , long-lived) constituents in describing the proton's ground state in the infinite momentum frame and in the Bjorken limit.
In particular, the form of (12) assures us that if the bare current j"(x) lands on a constituent in l UP) with momentum I', I' ' -3f, ' , it scatters it on to the mass shell with P,+q and (P,+tj)'=M, s. By simple integration of (12), this mass-shell constraint emerges as a 6 function,
where we have used (7), and q is the fraction of longitudinal momentum born by the constituent on which the bare current lands. Equation (13) (12), we use the following relation to identify 8'2, the coeKcient of P"P": 
where w=2Mv/( -q')) 1 and s-= (q+P)2=2Mv Q'-+M'&M'. In the Bjorken limit (lima; ), we have
The substitution law (15) gives for timelike q' (17) to the corresponding process with an enxerging antiproton in the fmal state. Unless we want to entertain the possibility of C, or T, violation in the hadronic electromagnetic interactions, we can equally well talk. about an emerging proton, or antiproton, in the hnal state' of (ii).
By straightforward application of the reduction formalism to the proton with four-momentum P in the states in (1) and (3), it is readily shown that W""and 8'""are related by the substitution law
where X";is the charge of the ith constituent in state In analogy to our discussion of (i), we undress the current by substituting (8) into (3). There is an immediate simplification if we restrict ourselves to studying the good components of j"(p=0 or 3). For these components, we can ignore the U(0)'s acting on the vacuum, and obtain from (8) , E"
IT'",=4ir' Q(0~j"(0)U(0))Pii)(NP~U '(0) j. (0)(0) X (2') 484(q -P -P. ) . (21) The reason for this simplification is similar to that mentioned below (11) in connection with the inelastic scattering. If U(0) operates on the vacuum state, it must produce a baryon pair plus meson with zero total momentum so that at least one particle will move toward the left and another toward the right along q or P in (3). Thus the energy denominators will be of order P instead of 1/P as in (10). However, when working with the good components of the current -i.e. , Jf) or J3 along P, no compensating factors of I' are introduced into the numerator by the vertices, and so such terms can be neglected in the infinite-momentum limit. The detailed systematic writing of this analysis appears in a subsequent paper.
Continuing in parallel with the discussion of inelastic scattering, v e make the same fundamental assumption that there exists a transverse momentum cutoA at any strong vertex. Equation (21) says that the first thing that happens is the creation of a pion pair or of a proton-antiproton pair. In the limit of large q2, energymomentum conservation forces at least one energy denominator in the expansion of U(0) in the oldfashioned perturbation series to be of order g')&M' or k& for diagrams involving interactions between the two groups of particles, the one group created by one member of the pair and the other group created by the other member of the pair produced by j". Therefore contributions of these diagrams illustrated in Fig. 7 vanish as q'~~. Diagrams with diAerent pairs created at the two electromagnetic vertices as in Fig. 7 also vanish by similar reasoning. In complete analogy to the scattering problem as discussed around (10), the state U(0)~Pn) may be treated as an eigenstate of the total Hamiltonian with eigenvalue E~+E". Thus Eq. (21) can be written with the aid of the translation operators as Fro. 7. Examples of diagrams whose contributions vanish as q'~~.
given to that particle in the pair produced from the vacuum by j"which will eventually create the detected proton of momentum P. As an example, consider the second-order diagram with the pion current operating as in Fig. 8(a) [ Fig. 8(b) k+=gP+ k, = q3+k, k = (1/rr -q)P -ii, (kP/q')q3 -4, which verifies our assertion. Thus the virtual photon creates two distinct groups of particles with no interactions between the two. The group which contains the detected proton moves with almost all of the longitudinal momentum q3, while the other group moves with a very small fraction (kP/q2)qa. Again the I' matrix acts on the two groups separately and independently. We can sum over all possible combinations of particles in the small momentum group to obtain unity for the total probability for anything to happen.
In other words, in Eq. (22) we have retained only those terms in which the small momentum group involves only one charged particle (7r~, P or P), which we shall (24) which is the analog of (12). Notice that in the Bjorken limit, the same classes of diagrams contribute to ep scattering and annihilation process.
Although it is not apparent that Fi(w) and Fz(w) computed from (24) are the same as Fi(w) and Fz(w) computed from (12) and continued to 0&w&l, it is actually so by explicit calculation. Uerification is trivial for second-order pion current contributions and for the ones for nucleon current contributions similar to Fig. 8 .
In particular, (23) gives (25) We have also verified this explicitly to fourth order in g for diagrams with both pion and nucleon current contributions, and to any order for ladder diagrams with the nucleon current operating LFig. 9 and its corresponding diagram for annihilation process (ii)7. In this verification, we only have to identify the transverse momentum cutoffs in both cases.
We can now study the experimental implications of (18).In the Bjorken limit, (4) becomes, using F; =Mv/q" =Mv/g(qz) and the definition zv= 2Mv/q', lowest order in g', we find near w& 1 from (25) for the pion current, and from a similar expression for the nucleon-current contribution that F z (w) =(g' /16zr') ln l 1+k""""'/Ii')(w -1) (nucleon current), The virtual particle (a proton in the first case and a pion in the second) has a large (spacelike) invariant mass proportional to kP/(zv -1). If a form factor is included at each of the two pion-nucleon vertices as illustrated in Fig. 10 , (29) WVe want to emphasize that independent of this specific conjecture based on our model, it follov s froni the existence of a Bjorken limit that the deep annihilation cross section varies with tota, l energy of the colliding electron-positron system as 1,/q2, just the same as the cross section for a, point hadron. Furtherniore, even without calculating the specihc values of Fi, (ie) from a theory, one can predict from (26) plus the observed structure functions for inelastic scattering that there will be a sizable cross section and many interesting channels to study in the deep-inelastic region of colliding e e+ beams. Moreover, the distribution of secondaries in the colliding ring frame will look like tv o jets v ith typical transverse moments, k, ((g(q') Fig. 3 , but with the mass M now interpreted as the deuteron mass Mq = 2M. For inelastic scattering from the deuteron the very large proportion of the cross section comes from the kinematic region corresponding to one of the nucleons in the deuteron serving as a spectator and the other as the target -i.e. , for ted=2Mdv/Q') 2. When one probes into the region 1(wd(2 which is also kinematically allowed, one is simultaneously probing into very large momentum components of the deuteron wave function. To see this most directly, we compute the invariant mass of the intermediate proton formed from the bound deuteron and moving in the infinitemomentum center-of-mass frame for the deuteron plus incident electron as used in (7). The result by a, straightforward calculation with the kinematics shown in In kinematic regions where the pion current contribution is dominant, as we have conjectured below (28) to be the case near m = i, 8'3' --0 since there is no bare axial pion current in (31). Also Wr' --0 as in the electromagnetic process because the convection current of spinless pions is along I'" in the infinite-momentum frame, and therefore only W2' in (5) is nonvanishing. By a simple isotopic consideration, lf g"(vp)+W, "(vn) =4W2 (ep); that only for we --2/g') 2 are the low momentum components of the deuteron contributing so that the deut"ron wave function does not severely damp the amplitudes v8'2 and H/'i. In order to continue to the colliding beam region as we did for proton targets, it would be necessary to continue across the boundary from md&i to @~&i. However, once x~decreases below my=, 2, we have seen that the inelastic scattering is very severely dampened, and hence we can expect the same very small cross section for deuteron production in e e+ annihilation processes where mq &i.
and by (2) and (6),
The nucleon and antinucleon currents contribute to all three structure functions. The parton model allows us to determine their ratios readily when we recall that in the infinite-momentum frame the final nucleon or antinucleon emerging with four-momentum p"+q, (p"+q)'=M', absorbs the virtual "intermediate boson"
in the last step of the perturbation expansion so that the matrix element is proportional to
IV. DEEP-INELASTIC NEUTRINO SCATTERING
Turning to the deep-inelastic neutrino processes (iii) and (iv), we can borrow heavily from the discussions of inelastic electron scattering in Sec. II. The kinematics are the same and since we work to lowest order in the weak as well as the electromagnetic interactions the transition between the electromagnetic and weak scattering can be described as follows, in terms of the bare currents needed for the parton model as shown in Sec. II":
. v(p )y"(1 -y&)e(p +q) (antinucleon), where dots denote all that has happened before. This means a contribution to 8'""' of form, after spin sums, N'""' (yp +M)y"(1&yg) X(yp.+yq+M)y"(lay~)hp"+M) . , (34) Electron scattering Neutrino scattering where the (1 -y5) is for the current landing on a nucleon line, and the (1+hz) by charge conjuga, tion is for the current landing on an antinucleon line. We can further reduce this expression by anticipating the contraction of 8~""' with the lepton spinors as well as the fact that after integration over all internal loops in t/t/'""', there remain only the two momenta q and I' out of which to construct lV""'. Furthermore, the mass shell condition (p"+q)2=M' and the fundamental assumption in our derivation of the parton model that the transverse momenta are bounded so that p"and P are parallel in the infinite-momentum frame combine to fix the ratio~p~/~P~=1/w. This is seen to follow from (13).
Therefore, one can write An additional factor of 2 appears in the neutrino cross section because the neutrinos are all left-handed and so there is no spin averaging.
As indicated in (5) and (6), a third structure function is introduced by the presence of parity-violating terms in the weak interaction. The formal derivation of the parton model sketched in Sec. II for inelastic electron scattering is only slightly altered by the appearance of the parity-violating term in the Cabibbo current. " Thus, we may consider separately the contributions to the structure functions in (5) from the pion current introduced by the conservation of vector current (CVC) into (31) and from the nucleon current.
W""' $8P"P"(1/w') 2g""Q'&4ie"". , P'-q'(1/w)] X(yp.+M) . (35) and simply read o8 the ratio of structure functions by comparison with (5):
"%'e neglect strange particles, which means reducing SU (3) to the isotopic spin or SU(2) classi6cation and setting the Cabibbo angle 8, =0. Refinements to include such efkcts can be made and are of negligible effect in the present context since 8, =0.
'3 Since there are now three structure functions in 8'""', we must also compute with one bad component of the current in {5).
The fourth paper in this series presents the detailed derivation of the parton model in this case. As is readily verified by comparing the lepton traces, the cross sections for antineutrino processes differ from the above only by the interchange in the numerical coefFicients 1 and 3, respectively, multiplying the contributions of the nucleon and antinucleon current interactions to the structure functions.
In the field-theory model of Ref. 1, the nucleon current was found to be dominant in the very inelastic region with u»1 -i.e, , to leading order in in@»1 for each order of interaction the current landed on the nucleon line. Ke find in this region, therefore, that the neutrino cross section is given by do" = (G'/ir) (M~)d(1/w) (pW ')'v (39) In this kinematic region, the dominant family of graphs according to our model is as illustrated in Fig. 9 , and we can use simple charge symmetry to identify the neutrino reactions (via a W+) on protons with antineutrinos (via a W ) on neutrons, and vice versa. In particular, because of the factors from the lepton traces '4 for zv)&1, (J(T =d' (T " -3(/(T" 3(7r (41) (viV2')'v=2(vW2) . (42) Since the observed behavior of vB"~in the electron scattering experiments as shown in Fig. 12 weights the large-m region relatively heavily and falls o6 for re&3, we can make an approximate prediction for the neutrino cross section in (39) by applying our result that the '~H . Harari, Phys. Rev. Letters 22, 10/8 (j969 (42) o "v= o""= (2G'/m. ) (Mc) (0.16) =(4X10 "cm')e (win GeV).
This agrees within a factor of 2 with the t'"ERX bubblechamber data" in the energy ranges up to e""=lo GeV. We also notice that if the contributions to (vN' ) were attributed to the pion current, then by (32) (1) Where does the transverse-momentum cutoff come from?
(2) How can one understand the rapid decrease of the elastic electromagnetic form factors that fall off as 1/q' with increasing q' on the basis of our canonical field theory of the inelastic structure functions?
(1) We assumed that we could casually let q' and Af v be asymptotically larger than all masses or internal loop momenta in deriving the parton model. However, when we actually calculate specific terms to a given order in the strong coupling we find [see Eqs. (2S) and (29) by hand. Ke presume and it is no more than a statement of faith -that were the exact solutions within our ability to construct, we would observe them to exhibit this behavior. Having assumed such a cuto6, we have succeeded in developing a formalism that converges in the Bjorken limit, which yields the parton model behavior, and which, by explicit calculation, obeys the strictures of crossing symmetry. We used this formalism to make definite predictions for experimental testing of the relation of deep inelastic electron-positron annihilation and neutrino-scattering processes to the inelastic electron scattering. Moreover, detailed predictions on the structure of the inelastic scattering cross sections are also made.
(2) Once we adopt the approach of field theory with a cutoff we must then interpret the vanishing of the elastic form factors as I q'-~~~b y setting the vertex and wave-function renormalization constants to zero. To show this we undress the current in the elastic matrix element, using (g), and write Since the bare current j" is a one-body operator, it can connect only the projection of I f. :P) onto a oneparticle state with momentum P with the similar projection of I UP') with momentum P' = P+ q. There is no overlap of two or more particle amplitudes in 978 (1969) ; R. Jackiw and G. Preparata, ibid. 22, 975 (1969) .
indicating that Z2, the coefficient of the bare matrix element, must vanish if this theory is to lead to a vanishing of the form factor at large q.
When we turn now to the calculation of the inelastic structure functions we are interested in the diagonal matrix element of a bilinear form in the current operators. Once again the U transformation introduces an overall multiplicative factor of QZ2 as in (44) when we work in terms of the bare point current operators.
If Z~--0, then either the structure functions also vanish or the sum of contributions of all the multiparticle terms in (44) add up to cancel the Z2 just as they do in the normalization integral &6 P' I UP) =5'(P' -P) = g3 (P' -P)Z L1+0 (g') . $.
Ke assume this to be the case. Although 
